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Deirdre Sullivan  
PERFECTLY PREVENTABLE DEATHS 
 
OUTSTANDING NEW TRILOGY FROM RISING STAR IN 
YOUNG ADULT FICTION  
 
TWIN SISTERS MOVE TO A STRANGE VILLAGE WHERE UNSEEN DANGERS 
LURK, YOUNG GIRLS DISAPPEAR - AND NO-ONE ASKS WHY 
 
EXPECT: RAZOR-SHARP WIT, MYSTICISM AND MASTERFUL WRITING 
 
‘EXQUISITELY WRITTEN AND POWERFUL…I’M ENCHANTED’    Marian Keyes
                           
 
Fifteen-year-old twins Madeline and Catlin move to a new life in a strange isolated town, a place where the earth is 
littered with small corpses and unspoken truths. A place where, for the last sixty years, teenage girls have gone 
missing in the surrounding mountains. 
 
Catlin falls in love, the big, all-consuming, magic kind - the kind that makes you leave your sister behind.  
 
As distance grows between the twins, Madeline discovers that Ballyfrann is a place full of predators. Foxes, owls and 
crows, and sometimes things that sound a bit like wolves. Where the mountains loom dark and angry, and the trees 
are blade-sharp. A place where nothing is safe. 
 
Madeline must ask herself who she really is, and who she wants to be. Or rather, who she might have to become to 
save her sister. 
 
 
UK publication: on submission              www.deirdresullivanbooks.com 
 
314 typescript pages 
 
Praise for Deirdre Sullivan: 
 
‘Deirdre Sullivan's writing is beguiling, bewitching and poetic. Her prose is almost dreamlike, reminiscent of Angela 
Carter’                                Juno Dawson 
 
‘Witchy, eerie and beautiful’             Claire Hennessy 
          
 
WORLD: Darley Anderson Children’s Book Agency (Clare Wallace) 
 
  
Deirdre Sullivan is a writer from Galway now living in Dublin and working as a teacher. She has established a  
reputation for herself as a leading Irish YA author following her trilogy on the teenage years of Primrose Leary, which 
has been widely acclaimed: two of the Prim books were shortlisted for the CBI awards, with PRIMPERFECT 
shortlisted for the European Prize for Literature – the only YA novel to be nominated for this award from any  
European country.  

YOUNG ADULT 
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Deirdre Sullivan 
 

WINNER OF THE HONOR AWARD FOR FICTION AT THE CBI BOOK OF THE 
YEAR AWARDS 2017; WINNER OF THE PRESTIGIOUS WHITE RAVEN 2016;  

SHORTLISTED FOR THE EU PRIZE FOR LITERATURE 2015 
 

‘DELICATE, POWERFUL AND ENDURING’            Guardian 
 

‘DARK, INTIMATE AND POETIC’                                             Moira Fowley-Doyle  
  
 

   TANGLEWEED AND BRINE 
 

Tangled tales of earth, salty tales of water 
  
Bewitched retellings of thirteen classic fairy-tales with brave and resilient heroines. 
 
Tales of blood and intrigue, betrayal and enchantment from a leading Irish YA  
author.  
 
Irish publication: 7th September 2017 
 
141 pages 
 
All translation rights available  
 
‘A retelling of 13 fairy-tales, with a feminist twist…Carving out agency for people 
who might otherwise have no voice has become central to Deirdre’s work’  
          Connacht Tribune 

             
  NEEDLEWORK  

 
Ces longs to be a tattoo artist and embroider skin with beautiful images. But for now 
she’s just trying to reach adulthood without falling apart after a traumatic childhood 
at the hands of both her mother and father.  
  
Undoubtedly changed by her experiences, she craves the feeling of normality but 
struggles to fully connect with the people who surround her, leaving her isolated in 
her dream world of beauty and tattoos.  
  
Powerful, poetic and disturbing, NEEDLEWORK is a heart-wrenching story about a 
girl who wants to survive but is trying to learn how to live.  
 
Irish publication: 25th February 2016 
 
224 pages 
 
All translation rights are available 
 
‘Reading Needlework is similar to getting your first tattoo – it’s searing, often painful, 
but it is an experience you’ll never forget’           Louise O’Neill   

 
 
 
Visit the author’s website at www.deirdresullivanbooks.com  
 
For translation rights enquiries please contact Mary Darby mary@darleyanderson.com 
 
    

YOUNG ADULT 
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Vanessa Altin  
THE POMEGRANATE TREE 
 
A POWERFUL, EYE-OPENING STORY OF A CHILD 
LIVING IN WAR-TORN SYRIA FROM FORMER  
INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALIST  
 
LONGLISTED FOR THE CARNEGIE MEDAL 2017 
 
‘SHE HAS AN EYE FOR A HARD STORY, AND THERE ARE NOT THAT MANY 
HARDER THAN THOSE SHE HAS TOLD HERE’          Guardian 
 
 
It wasn't even a proper diary…no dates or days or even 365 pages. But after this morning I'd be surprised to 
make it to the end of the week - so seven pages would be plenty. 
 
Thirteen-year-old Dilvan is separated from her family during the siege of her town by “the ratmen” - Isis, in her world.  
She watches as her mother and sisters are thrown into a truck. Her two-year-old sister is held at knife point when an 
air strike starts and Dilly is desperate to know her fate.  
 
Through Dilly’s diary, we follow her quest as she joins forces with a heroic Kurdish fighter, a woman called Rehana, 
and tries to find her family again.  
 
A gripping, illuminating adventure story for the young-adult market.  
 
 
UK publication: 13th October 2015                               
 
204 pages 
 
Praise for THE POMEGRANATE TREE: 
 
‘The first children’s book about extremism and the Syrian Crisis’           Huffington Post 
 
‘Filled with as much hope and love as death and peril’                 Independent 
 
 
WORLD: Darley Anderson Children’s Book Agency (Clare Wallace) 
UK & COMMONWEALTH: Blanket Press 
GERMAN: Knesebeck  
 
 
Vanessa Altin has reported widely on the atrocities in Syria and particularly on the swathes of refugees on the  
Syrian/Turkish border.  In 2015, she launched a social media campaign to raise money for the children of a Kurdish 
refugee camp, many of whom are orphaned and have witnessed unimaginable horror. In just 48 hours she had 
raised thousands of pounds, which went towards truckloads of clothes, toys, pens and paper, basic items to make 
the lives of these children more bearable. These children inspired Vanessa to write THE POMEGRANATE TREE. It 
is time they had a voice.  
 
A percentage of royalties goes to Heyva Sor, the Kurdish Red Crescent. 
 

 

YOUNG ADULT DÉBUT 
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Helen Grant  
GHOST 
 
FROM CRITICALLY-ACCLAIMED AUTHOR OF THE 
AWARD-WINNING THE VANISHING OF KATHARINA LINDEN COMES AN  
UNNERVING NEW YOUNG ADULT STAND-ALONE 
 

AN ISOLATED TEENAGER HAS HER WORLD SHATTERED BY TRAGEDY - 
CAN LOVE BRING HER BACK TO LIFE? 
 
‘FOR SOMETHING SO CHILLING, IT IS TERRIFIC ENTERTAINMENT’ 
                         Sunday Times 
 
 
Langlands House is haunted, but not by the ghost you think.  
 
Seventeen-year-old Augusta McAndrew has spent her life locked away in an isolated Scottish estate hidden from the 
chaos and dangers of a world at war. Augusta’s grandmother, Rose, is determined to keep her a secret in order to 
keep her safe. The only evidence she even exists lies in the legend of the Langlands’ ghost. 
 
But when Rose drives into the town for supplies and doesn’t return, Augusta is faced with a life-changing decision. 
Should she stay at the crumbling house with dwindling supplies, or leave the estate and risk what lies outside?  
 
Then handsome Tom McAllister turns up at Langlands, drawn by the ghost he thinks he glimpsed there. To Augusta, 
who has never seen another living person her own age, Tom seems fascinating – perhaps fascinating enough to 
love. But as the bearer of truths from the outside world, he is also dangerous.  As Tom and Augusta uncover layers 
of guilt and deceit, the question is: is the truth too terrible to know?  
 
Dark, gripping and mysterious, GHOST is a Gothic tale of first love, terrible secrets and brutal truths. 
 
 
UK publication: 2018         www.helengrantbooks.com 
 
367 typescript pages 
 
Praise for Helen Grant: 
 
‘A major talent in YA fiction’             Daily Mail 
 
‘Richly textured, effortlessly written novel with an impeccable sense of place and characterisation ’                Guardian                            
 
 
WORLD: Darley Anderson Children’s Book Agency (Clare Wallace) 
UK & COMMONWEALTH: Fledgling Press  
 
 
Previous titles: 
THE FORBIDDEN SPACES TRILOGY: PORTUGUESE (BRAZIL): Bertrand Brasil; WISH ME DEAD: LATVIAN: 
Zvaigzne; PORTUGUESE (BRAZIL): Bertrand Brasil; THE GLASS DEMON: DUTCH: De Kern; FRENCH: Michel 
Lafon; GERMAN: Piper; NORWEGIAN: Vendetta Forlag; PORTUGUESE (BRAZIL): Bertrand Brasil; TURKISH:  
Derin Kitap; THE VANISHING OF KATHARINA LINDEN: DUTCH: De Kern; GERMAN: Piper; NORWEGIAN:  
Vendetta Forlag; PORTUGUESE (BRAZIL): Bertrand Brasil; ROMANIAN: RAO; SPANISH: Planeta 
 
 
Helen Grant was born in London and studied Classics at Oxford University. Helen is a highly acclaimed author and 
her titles have been shortlisted and longlisted for the CILIP Carnegie Medal, as well as the International Thriller  
Writer of the Year Award. She previously lived in Bad Münstereifel in Germany, and Brussels, before settling in  
Scotland with her husband and children.  

YOUNG ADULT 
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Olivia Levez 
THE CIRCUS 
 
THE SECOND PROFOUND AND POIGNANT NOVEL FROM 
THE CRITICALLY-ACCLAIMED AUTHOR OF THE ISLAND 
 
A LOST AND LONELY RUNAWAY LEARNS HOW BOUNDLESS LOVE CAN BE, 
AND HOW ONE STRANGER CAN HELP YOU FIND YOUR WAY HOME;  
PERFECT FOR FANS OF DELPHINE DE VIGAN’S NO AND ME 
 

‘WILLOW’S PERSONAL REVELATIONS MAKE HER COMPELLING JOURNEY 
OF REINVENTION SOAR’                        Booklist 
          
 
Why would a girl who has everything want to run away and never be found?  
 
Willow has staged runaways ever since she was a little girl. She has everything a young person should want: a rich 
daddy, clothes, money, a pony and a place at a prestigious boarding school. In reality, she has everything except the 
thing she really wants: a father who cares enough to find her.  
 
Aged sixteen, on the eve of her father’s wedding, she ruins the bride’s dress and escapes through a window,  
determined never to return. Her missing mother was a circus performer, and Willow wants to follow in her footsteps. 
But the performers she meets don’t want her.  
 
When her last bit of money is stolen by Suz, another runaway girl she thought she could trust, Willow becomes  
really homeless. Then Suz comes tumbling back into her life and a desperate Willow has to decide whether to trust 
her all over again... 
 
So begins their frightening, exhilarating odyssey through hunger, performance, desperation and dreams. Will they 
both survive and will Willow make it to the circus of her imagining?  
 
 
UK publication: 4th May 2017 US publication: 13th June 2017                www.olivialevez.com 
 
304 pages 
 
Praise for THE CIRCUS:  
  
‘Has the heart of a lion tamer and the thrill of a trapeze. Raw, compelling, and compassionate, this is a biting and 
beautiful examination of why we run, what makes a home, and how we find who we are’       Kiran Millwood-Hargrave
                                                                                                                                                                          
‘Beautifully written, with a compelling heroine. A story of survival, family, friendship - and fire’    Patrice Lawrence
                    
                          
WORLD: Darley Anderson Children’s Book Agency (Clare Wallace)  
WORLD ENGLISH: Rock the Boat / Oneworld (Shadi Doostdar) 
 
 
Olivia Levez writes mainly in her caravan in West Wales, where the coast was inspiration for the desert island in her 
first book, THE ISLAND. She loves dogs, real ale and yoga. She is currently working on her third novel. 

YOUNG ADULT 
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Kim Slater 
928 MILES FROM HOME  
 
THE THIRD HEARTFELT AND TIMELY NOVEL FROM MULTI-
AWARD WINNING AUTHOR OF SMART 
 
AN EXCEPTIONAL CONTEMPORARY STORY OF TOLERANCE AND  
UNDERSTANDING; NOMINATED FOR THE EALING TEEN READ AWARD 2018; 
LONGLISTED FOR HOUNSLOW TEEN READ 2017 
 
‘GRITTY BUT UPLIFTING STORY ABOUT A LIFE TRANSFORMED BY AN  
UNEXPECTED FRIENDSHIP’             LoveReading4Kids 
 

                
Fourteen-year-old Calum Brooks has big dreams. One day he’ll escape this boring life and write movies, proper 
ones, with massive budgets and A-list stars. For now though, he’s stuck coping alone while his dad works away,  
writing scripts in his head and trying to stay ‘in’ with his gang of mates at school, who don’t like new kids, especially 
foreign ones. 
 
But when his father invites his new Polish girlfriend and her son, Sergei, to move in, Calum’s life is turned upside 
down. He’s actually sharing a room with ‘the enemy’! How’s he going to explain that to his mates? Yet when Calum 
is knocked down in a hit-and-run, everything changes. 
 
Trapped at home, Calum and Sergei slowly start to understand each other, and even work together to investigate a 
series of break-ins at the local community centre. But Calum can’t help feeling that Sergei’s hiding something. Is he 
really trying to help, or to cover up his own involvement in the crime? 
 
 
UK publication: 18th May 2017                                 www.kimslater.com 
                                                                                   
304 pages 
 
Praise for Kim Slater: 
 
‘So inventively delivered and warmly emotional’                The Bookbag
                                   
‘One of the most emotionally powerful and consummately delivered YA novels I’ve read in a while’          Nudge Book
       
  
WORLD: Darley Anderson Children’s Book Agency (Clare Wallace)       
UK & COMMONWEALTH: Corgi Children’s / PRH Children (Carmen McCullough) 
CHINESE (COMP.): Rye Field      
 
 
Previous titles: 
A SEVEN LETTER WORD: JAPANESE: Hyoronsha; ROMANIAN: Editura Art  
SMART: FARSI/PERSIAN: Houpaa Books; GERMAN: DTV Junior; ITALIAN: Il Castoro; UKRAINIAN: Old Lion 
Publishers; KOREAN: KPI Publishing; JAPANESE: Hyoronsha; TURKISH: Pegasus 
 
 
Kim Slater is a full-time writer and lives with her husband in Nottingham. She holds an MA in Creative Writing from 
Nottingham Trent University. She also writes psychological thrillers published by Bookouture. 
 

YOUNG ADULT 
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Kim Slater 
 

NOMINATED FOR 23 AWARDS INCLUDING CARNEGIE MEDAL 2017 & 2015;   
WATERSTONES BOOK PRIZE 2015 AND IL PREMIO STREGA RAGAZZI 2017 

 
‘COMPASSIONATE AND INSIGHTFUL’        Waterstones Children’s Book Prize 

 

‘AN ABSOLUTE PAGE-TURNER’           The Bookseller 

  

   SMART 
 

‘I found Jean’s friend dead in the river. His name was Colin Kirk. He was a 
homeless man, but he still wanted to live.’ 
  
There’s been a murder, but the police don’t care. It was only a homeless old man 
after all.  
  
Kieran cares. He’s made a promise, and when you say something out loud, that 
means you’re going to do it, for real. He’s going to find out what really happened. To 
Colin. And to his grandma, who just stopped coming round one day. It’s a good job 
Kieran’s a master of observation, and knows all the detective tricks of the trade.  
  
But being a detective is difficult when you’re Kieran Woods. When you’re amazing at 
drawing but terrible at fitting in. And when there are dangerous secrets everywhere, 
not just outside, but under your own roof.  
 
UK publication: 5th June 2014 
 
Rights sold in FARSI/PERSIAN: Houpaa Books; GERMAN: DTV Junior; ITALIAN: 
Il Castoro; UKRAINIAN: Old Lion Publishers; KOREAN: KPI Publishing;  
JAPANESE: Hyoronsha; TURKISH: Pegasus 

 
         

      
  A SEVEN-LETTER WORD  

 
‘STUTTER. That’s one seven letter word I wish didn’t exist. Fifty points extra 
or not.’ 
 
Twelve-year-old Finlay’s mother vanished two years ago. And ever since then his 
stutter has become almost unbearable.  
  
Bullied at school and ignored by his father, the only way to get out the words which 
are bouncing around in his head is by writing long letters to his ma which he knows 
she will never read, and by playing Scrabble online.  
  
But when Finlay is befriended by an online Scrabble player called Alex, everything 
changes. Could it be his mother secretly trying to contact him? Or is there  
something more sinister going on? 
 
UK publication: 24th March 2016 
 
Rights sold in JAPANESE: Hyoronsha; ROMANIAN: Editura Art  

 
 
Visit the author’s website at www.kimslater.com    

YOUNG ADULT 
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Beth Reekles 

 
THE WATTPAD TEEN WRITING SENSATION 

BEHIND THE KISSING BOOTH 
 

SHORTLISTED FOR  
THE WOMEN OF THE FUTURE YOUNG STAR AWARD 2013 

THE ROMANTIC NOVEL OF THE YEAR AWARDS 2014  
QUEEN OF TEEN 2014 

 
NO.6 ON THE TIMES TOP 20 UNDER 25 LIST 

 

THE KISSING BOOTH FEATURE FILM BY NETFLIX OUT 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

THE KISSING BOOTH 
Meet Rochelle Evans: pretty, popular - and never been kissed. Meet Noah Flynn: badass, volatile - and a total  
player. When Elle decides to run a kissing booth at the school's Spring Carnival, she locks lips with Noah and her life 
is turned upside down. Will Elle get her happily ever after? 
Rights sold in 5 countries. 
 

ROLLING DICE 
Madison Clarke used to be a lonely, loser outcast - but when she moves town and school, she jumps at the chance 
to reinvent herself. A hot boyfriend, parties, friends with the popular clique - the new Madison has it all. But they say 
that the higher you climb, the harder you fall. Running from her past and stumbling through her present, it's a gamble 
she'll be forced to take... 
 

OUT OF TUNE 
Ashley Bennett has it all: a hot boyfriend, a place in the cool clique at high school, straight A grades...it's definitely 
better than when she was a nobody. Enter the new boy next-door, Todd. As he and Ashley grow closer, she starts to 
wonder whether she and Josh have enough in common to go the distance. Should she follow her head or her heart? 
 
 
Visit the author’s website at www.bethreekles.co.uk. 
 
 
 
AGENT: Darley Anderson Children’s Book Agency (Clare Wallace)  
WORLD ENGLISH PUBLISHER: Penguin Random House 
 

 

YOUNG ADULT 
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A.M. Howell 
THE FOUR PARTS OF ME 
 
A MOVING DÉBUT ABOUT THE LOSS OF A PARENT 
AND FINDING WHERE YOU TRULY BELONG  
 
A YOUNG GIRL TRIES TO FIGURE OUT WHO SHE IS WHEN SHE DISCOVERS 
SHE IS ONE OF FOUR IDENTICAL QUADRUPLETS 
  
PERFECT FOR FANS OF CATHY CASSIDY’S THE CHOCOLATE BOX GIRLS  
 
                          
Shortly after her mum’s funeral, 13-year-old knitting-obsessed Millie finds an ultrasound photo of four babies hidden 
in her mum’s old sewing box. Determined to uncover their identities Millie and her best friend, Carla, investigate. 
 
Millie discovers she is one of quadruplets and that her parents gave up her three sisters for adoption at birth. With 
Mum no longer around to answer questions, Dad refusing to talk, and older brother Tom as much in the dark as she 
is, Millie secretly searches for her sisters online and locates them in New York.  
 
After making contact with her long-lost family, Millie’s sisters persuade her to visit so they can piece together the 
missing parts of their lives. 
  
But as Millie soon finds out, lying to her family, travelling alone to New York and getting to know three new siblings 
isn’t as easy as she thought, particularly when she learns they are keeping secrets too.   
 
Millie must journey from a small seaside town in the UK to the bustle of New York City to really understand her mum, 
to appreciate what home really means, and to find out there is no quick fix to grief. 
 
 
UK publication: on submission               
 
214 typescript pages 
         
 
WORLD: Darley Anderson Children’s Book Agency (Clare Wallace) 
 
  
A.M. Howell completed a BA and MA at the University of Manchester and now writes policy documents for local  
government. In 2015, she was one of fifteen writers selected to take part in the Curtis Brown Creative Writing for 
Children Course, tutored by children’s author Catherine Johnson. She is adopted and was inspired to write THE 
FOUR PARTS OF ME after wondering about her own past in her teen years. She lives in rural Suffolk with her  
husband and two sons. 
 

CHILDREN’S 11+ DÉBUT 
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Dave Rudden 
KNIGHTS OF THE BORROWED DARK: 
THE ENDLESS KING 
 
THE EPIC FINALE IN THE KNIGHTS OF THE BORROWED 
DARK TRILOGY 
 
KNIGHTS OF THE BORROWED DARK UNESCO CITY WIDE READ DUBLIN 
2017; WINNER OF BGE IRISH SENIOR CHILDREN’S BOOK AWARD 2016; 
WINNER OF SCHOOL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION MOST READ AWARD 2017 
 
‘RUDDEN IS AN AUTHOR TO WATCH…A PACY, ENTERTAINING READ, BUT 
IT HAS HEART TOO’                          Guardian 
 
 
‘You have no idea what real war is...but I’m afraid you’re going to find out.’ 
 
There’s nothing like an apocalypse to kick off the school year.  
 
Denizen Hardwick has travelled to Daybreak, the ancestral home of the Order of the Borrowed Dark, to continue his 
training as a knight. But lessons have barely begun before an unexpected arrival appears with news that throws the 
fortress into uproar.  
 
The Endless King has fallen, his dark realm rising in a brutal civil war. When the conflict strikes closer to home,  
Denizen and his friends face their greatest challenge yet. For if Daybreak falls, so does the world... 
 
 
UK publication: April 2018 US publication: August 2018            www.daverudden.com 
  
TBC pages 
 
Praise for Dave Rudden:  
 
‘Clever, dark and fun...wonderful style, reminded me of Douglas Adams’               R.L.Stine 
                             
‘Dave Rudden loves describing the monstrous and eerie, and making sharp, witty juxtapositions between the divine 
and the mundane’                    LA Review of Books
           
                
WORLD: Darley Anderson Children’s Book Agency (Clare Wallace)      POLISH: Jaguar   
WORLD ENGLISH: Puffin (Ben Horslen)       RUSSIAN: Kariera 
NORTH AMERICAN: Random House Books for Young Readers     TURKISH: Pegasus 
FRENCH: Pocket Jeunesse         FILM RIGHTS: Prodigal Inc 
GERMAN: Fischer           
         
 
Previous titles: 
KNIGHTS OF THE BORROWED DARK: FRENCH: Pocket Jeunesse; GERMAN: Fischer; POLISH: Jaguar;  
RUSSIAN: Kariera; SWEDISH: Modernista; TURKISH: Pegasus; FILM RIGHTS: Prodigal Inc; THE FOREVER 
COURT: FRENCH: Pocket Jeunesse; GERMAN: Fischer; POLISH: Jaguar; RUSSIAN: Kariera; SWEDISH:  
Modernista; TURKISH: Pegasus; FILM RIGHTS: Prodigal Inc  
 
         
Dave Rudden enjoys cats, adventure and being cruel to fictional children. Dave has been making forays into 
screenwriting, currently developing an animé series set in the world of his trilogy. His original screenplay NO SUCH 
THING AS NIGHT is in development with the animation studio Ink and Light for whom Dave has also contributed 
episodes of a series featuring two delightful penguins.  

CHILDREN’S 11+ 
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Stewart Foster 
ALL THE THINGS THAT COULD GO 
WRONG 
 
SECOND OUTSTANDING MIDDLE-GRADE NOVEL FROM THE 
AUTHOR OF CRITICALLY-ACCLAIMED THE BUBBLE BOY 
 
NOMINATED FOR THE CARNEGIE MEDAL AND BRANFORD BOASE AWARD 
2017; ONE OF AMAZON’S ONE TO WATCH 2014; THE BUBBLE BOY WON  
SAINSBURY’S CHILDREN’S BOOK AWARD 2016 
 
‘POWERFUL AND WARM...THIS WILL LINGER LONG IN THE MIND’                
                      Guardian 
 
 
There are two sides to every story. 
 
Dan is angry. Nothing has been the same since his big brother left, and he’s taking it out on the nearest and weakest 
target: Alex. 
 
Alex is struggling. His severe OCD makes it hard for him to leave the house, especially when Dan and his gang are 
waiting for him at school… 
 
Then the boys’ mums arrange for them to meet up and finish building the raft that Dan started with his brother. Two 
enemies stuck together for the whole of the school holidays - what could possibly go wrong? 
 
 
UK publication: 29th June 2017 US publication: 29th June 2017            
  
320 pages 
 
Praise for Stewart Foster:  
 
‘A moving, humane, funny portrait of two very different boys discovering what connects us all’            
                Kiran Millwood-Hargrave
                             
‘Poignant, hopeful and heart-breaking’                       The Bookseller    
        
 
AGENT: Darley Anderson Children’s Book Agency (Clare Wallace)                
WORLD: S&S Children’s Books (Lucy Rogers)  
NORTH AMERICAN: Little Brown Books for Young Readers  
 
For translation rights enquiries please contact Stephanie Purcell Stephanie.Purcell@simonandschuster.co.uk  
   
 
Previous titles: 
THE BUBBLE BOY: NORTH AMERICAN: Simon & Schuster; CASTILIAN & CATALAN: Editorial Casals;  
CHINESE (SIMP.): CITIC; PORTUGUESE: Zero a Oito; TURKISH: Pegasus 
 
         
Stewart Foster is the author of one novel for adults, WE USED TO BE KINGS and children’s novels THE BUBBLE 
BOY and ALL THE THINGS THAT COULD GO WRONG. He was an Observer’s Author to Watch and an Amazon 
Rising Star 2014. THE BUBBLE BOY won the Sainsburys Children's Book Award in 2016 as well as the TSBA 
award, the Ealing Junior Award and the longer novel category of the Portsmouth Book Award. It was also nominated 
for the CILIP Carnegie medal and shortlisted for the Branford Boase and The Centurion Award 2017. Stewart lives in 
Bath, has two daughters and is working on his third novel for children.  

CHILDREN’S 9+ 
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Cathy Cassidy 
LOST & FOUND: LOVE FROM LEXIE 
 
FIRST OF SIX TITLES IN A NEW SERIES FROM THE  
CREATOR OF BESTSELLING THE CHOCOLATE BOX GIRLS 
 
THE LOST & FOUND: UNIQUE AND TENDER STORIES OF FRIENDSHIP, 
LOVE AND ACCEPTANCE 
  
A MASTER OF AUTHENTICITY, CATHY CASSIDY BRINGS HER TRADEMARK 
VOICE TO THIS CONTEMPORARY AND ORIGINAL SERIES 
 
 
Life has been chaotic ever since Lexie’s mum vanished.  
 
She has spent months moving to new places, new homes and new schools. But Lexie never gives up hope that her 
mum will come back one day and continues writing her letters telling her where to find her. They remain  
unanswered.  
 
While she’s waiting to be rescued, Lexie decides to do a bit of saving herself - everything from salvaging an old  
railway carriage with her new friends in The Lost and Found, to campaigning for the local library and the Syrian  
refugee crisis. 
 
For a long time Lexie hasn’t known what direction her life is headed in. But she’s about to realise that sometimes 
you have to get lost to find yourself again...  
 
 
UK paperback: 22nd February 2018                                                         www.cathycassidy.com
              
336 pages 
  
Praise for Cathy Cassidy: 
  
‘Touching, tender and unforgettable’                    Guardian 
  
‘Cassidy’s [characters] have real heart, and subtly encourage the readers to abandon their preconceptions’  
            Sunday Telegraph
                          
    
WORLD: Darley Anderson Agency (Darley Anderson)  FRANCE: Nathan 
UK & COMMONWEALTH: Puffin (Amanda Punter) 
 
OPTIONS IN: BULGARIA, DENMARK, FINLAND, SERBIA, SPAIN (incl. CATALAN), TURKEY 
 
 
Cathy Cassidy is the author of eleven stand-alones for 9+, the SHINE ON, DAIZY STAR series for 7+ and the  
bestselling CHOCOLATE BOX GIRLS series which has been sold in fifteen countries. THE CHOCOLATE BOX 
GIRLS comic books were a huge success in France with publishers Nathan and Jungle. They have been published 
for the US market by Papercutz, the largest children’s comic book publisher in the United States. 

CHILDREN’S 9+ 
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Cathy Cassidy  

 
TRANSLATED INTO 26 LANGUAGES - OVER 3 MILLION COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDE 

BESTSELLER IN FRANCE - COMIC BOOK EDITIONS OF  
CHOCOLATE BOX GIRLS NOW AVAILABLE IN FRANCE AND THE US 

THE CHOCOLATE BOX GIRLS 
 
The Chocolate Box Girls follows the Tanberrys, a blended family, and sisters Cherry, Skye, Summer, Coco and 
Honey. Through six novels Cathy Cassidy explores themes of belonging, being different, families and friendship, in a 
truly singular way - creating some of the world’s most beloved fiction for younger readers.  
 
THE CHOCOLATE BOX GIRLS SERIES (9+) 

Rights sold in BULGARIA; CROATIA; DENMARK; FINLAND; FRANCE; HUNGARY; ROMANIA; RUSSIA; 
SERBIA; SPAIN (incl. CATALAN); TURKEY 

 
BROKEN HEART CLUB  
 
Andie, Eden, Ryan, Tasha and Hasmita love being part of the Heart Club. They’ve promised to stay best friends 
forever and nothing can tear them apart. But sometimes things happen that you couldn’t ever have expected and 
forever might not be as long as you think. Now, two years later, Eden and Ryan are haunted by memories of the 
past. Can they find a way to bring the club back together or is it too late to mend a broken heart? 
 
UK publication: 21st April 2016 
 
Rights sold in FRANCE 

 
LOOKING-GLASS GIRL  
 
Alice is thrilled when Savannah invites her to a Wonderland-themed sleepover; she’s wanted to join this circle of 
friends for so long. Finally, she’s fitting in. But an accident suddenly changes everything and Alice is rushed to 
hospital. As her friends and family rally round, a mystery begins to unravel. Was Alice pushed, and why - who would 
want to hurt her? Can her loved ones - and the gorgeous boy who doesn’t want to leave her side - help Alice 
survive? 

 
UK publication: 2nd April 2015 
 
Rights sold in BULGARIA; CHINA; CROATIA; PORTUGAL; SPAIN (incl. CATALAN); TAIWAN 
 
 
For translation rights enquiries please contact Mary Darby mary@darleyanderson.com 
 
Visit the author’s website at www.cathy-cassidy.com 

CHILDREN’S 9+ 

1. BITTERSWEET (WORLD BOOK DAY – short story) 
2. CHOCOLATES AND FLOWERS (eshort) 
3. HOPES AND DREAMS (eshort) 
4. MOON AND STARS (eshort) 
5. SNOWFLAKES AND WISHES (eshort) 
6. HEARTS AND SUNSETS (eshort) 

1. CHERRY CRUSH 
2. MARSHMALLOW SKYE 
3. SUMMER’S DREAM 
4. COCO CARAMEL 
5. SWEET HONEY  
6. FORTUNE COOKIE  
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Polly Ho-Yen 
FLY ME HOME  
 
THE THIRD HEARTFELT NOVEL FROM TWO-TIME CARNEGIE 
MEDAL NOMINEE 
 
A YOUNG GIRL FINDS MAGIC IN SMALL WONDERS THAT HELP HER TO  
ADJUST TO LIFE IN A STRANGE NEW COUNTRY  
 
‘THERE IS SOMETHING SO ERUDITE ABOUT HO-YEN’S AUTHORIAL 
STYLE…YOU ARE COMFORTED BUT KEPT ALERT FROM START TO FINISH’ 
           The Literacy Tree 
 
 
Home used to be somewhere Leelu felt safe and happy but her new home in London isn’t either of those things. It’s 
cold and grey, and so far from her real home where her dad is. 
 
Then Leelu begins to find little gifts outside her house - wonders which give her strange magical powers. Who is 
leaving her these surprise presents and more importantly, will they help her find a way to fly home? 
 
Full of friendship, family and magic, this stunning novel by Polly Ho-Yen, author of BOY IN THE TOWER and 
WHERE MONSTERS LIE, is a must-read for young readers. 
  
  
UK paperback: 6th July 2017                                                              www.pollyhoyen.com
               
304 pages 
  
Praise for FLY ME HOME: 
  
‘Ho-Yen has established herself as a genuinely distinctive voice in children’s fiction’               Teach Wire 
 
‘Another gripping and moving tale’                     Bristol 247  
 
           
WORLD: Darley Anderson Children’s Book Agency (Clare Wallace)      
UK & COMMONWEALTH: Random House Children’s Books (Kelly Hurst)      
 
 
Polly Ho-Yen was a primary school teacher before becoming a writer. Her first and second novels were nominated 
for the Carnegie Medal 2015 and 2017 and the Waterstones Book Prize 2015. She lives in Bristol with her husband 
and is working on her fourth novel.  

 

CHILDREN’S 9+ 
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Polly Ho-Yen 
 

NOMINATED FOR SIXTEEN AWARDS INCLUDING CARNEGIE MEDAL 2017 & 
2015 AND WATERSTONES BOOK PRIZE 2015 

 
‘UNUSUAL AND IMPRESSIVE’              The Bookseller 

 

‘BEAUTIFULLY WRITTEN...BOTH ACCESSIBLE AND LITERARY’        Bookbag 

 
      

   BOY IN THE TOWER 
 

When they first arrived, they came quietly and stealthily as if they tip-toed into 
the world when we were all looking the other way. 
 
Ade loves living at the top of a tower block. From his window, he feels like he can 
see the whole world stretching out beneath him. 
 
His mum doesn’t really like looking outside - but it’s going outside that she hates.  
She’s happier sleeping all day inside their tower, where it’s safe. 
 
But one day, other tower blocks on the estate start falling down around them and 
strange, menacing plants begin to appear. 
 
Now their tower isn’t safe anymore. Ade and his mum are trapped and there’s no 
way out… 
 
UK publication: 3rd July 2014 
 
Rights sold in DENMARK: Host & Son/Rosinante; IRAN: Houpaa Books 

  
         

  WHERE MONSTERS LIE 
 

The children of Mivtown have grown up hearing the legend of the monsters of the 
loch. But it’s only a story - a warning to stay away from the water. 
 
Then strange things start happening in the village. Effie’s rabbit Buster escapes 
from a locked hutch, her mum disappears without trace and slugs start to infest her 
home. 
 
Along with her best friend Finn, Effie begins to hunt for clues to solve the mysteries 
of Mivtown. Could this all be connected to the legend? Is it really just a story or is 
there something lurking in those deep, dark waters?  
 
UK publication: 7th July 2016 

 
Rights sold in IRAN: Houpaa Books 

  
 
Visit the author’s website at www.pollyhoyen.com 
 
    

CHILDREN’S 9+ 
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Martyn Ford 
THE IMAGINATION BOX: A MIND OF 
ITS OWN 
 
THE FINAL NOVEL IN THE HILARIOUS MIDDLE-GRADE  
ADVENTURE TRILOGY  
 
TIM MUST TAKE BACK CONTROL OF THE IMAGINATION BOX FROM HIS 
NEMESIS TO PUT THE WORLD TO RIGHTS; NOMINATED FOR KIRKUS  
LITERARY PRIZE FOR YOUNGER READERS 2016  
 
‘LIVELY, FUNNY…A GREAT CELEBRATION OF WILD IMAGINATION’ 
            Independent 
 
 
Nearly a year has passed since Tim, Dee and Phil the finger monkey (with the help of some fire-breathing bear 
sharks) defeated Wilde Industries and burned down the Imagination Space. But since then, it’s become increasingly 
clear that there’s something wrong with Tim. His imagination seems limitless - anything he imagines immediately 
appears in front of him, with no need for the Imagination Box. Which has good and bad consequences. 
 
Then something truly awful happens. One day, Tim wakes up and realises that he’s in his old orphanage. No one, 
not even Dee, knows who he is. He is completely alone - his worst nightmare. But he quickly realises who is behind 
it. His old enemy, Clarice Crowfield, has hijacked the power of the Imagination Box - and created a world where she 
is in charge! Tim must find Professor Eisenstone, convince Dee that they are in fact best friends (and, of course,  
recreate Phil) - and literally put their world to rights. 
 
 
UK publication: 4th May 2017                        www.martyn-ford.com 
 
336 pages 
 
Praise for THE IMAGINATION BOX: 
 
‘Entertaining, high-tech spin on the genie fable’            Financial Times
               
‘A splendid adventure, hilarious’                 Kirkus 
                      
  
AGENT: Darley Anderson Children’s Book Agency (Clare Wallace)  GERMAN: Loewe 
WORLD: Faber Children’s Books (Alice Swan)      TURKISH: Pegasus 
NORTH AMERICAN: Delacorte (Beverly Horowitz)     
 
For translation rights enquiries please contact Lizzie Bishop lizzieb@faber.co.uk 
 
 
Martyn Ford is a journalist from Hampshire where he writes for the Bordon Herald. His first book, IT HAPPENED TO 
ME, a collection of shocking true stories, was published in 2010 by Summersdale. In 2011, Martyn’s TV script was in 
the finals of the BBC Laughing Stock Competition.  

CHILDREN’S 9+ 
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Martyn Ford 

THE IMAGINATION BOX TRILOGY  
 

‘THIS HAS A HEAPING SERVING OF MIDDLE-GRADE ANTICS’                                      
             Books for Keeps 
 
‘EXCITING AND LIVELY PLOTTING’                         Book Trust 
                   

   THE IMAGINATION BOX 
 

‘There is a box. Anything you imagine will appear inside. You have one go, 
one chance to create anything you want. What would you pick?’ 
  
That’s exactly the question ten-year-old Timothy Hart gets to answer after  
discovering The Imagination Box. The greatest toy on earth. 
  
The top-secret contraption transforms his life, but when the Box’s inventor,  
Professor Eisenstone, goes missing, Tim knows he has to investigate. 
  
With the help of a miniature talking monkey called Phil, he sets out to find the  
Professor. In order to rescue his friend, he must face his darkest fears and discover 
the true potential of his own mind. 
 
UK publication: 7th May 2015 
 
Rights sold in GERMANY: Loewe; TURKEY: Pegasus 

  
 

  THE IMAGINATION BOX: BEYOND  
  INFINITY 
 

Timothy Hart is getting used to the good life with his new Imagination Box. Anything 
he can imagine, he can create! There’s only one rule - the Box mustn’t leave Tim’s 
room at the hotel where he lives. 
 
But Tim has never been good at following rules - especially when there’s the  
opportunity to ‘imagine’ his homework into being done without actually having to do 
it!  
 
Then he notices the strange people following him, and then chasing him, and then 
his beloved Imagination Box being ripped from his hands. 
 
He’ll need the help of a Top Secret Scientific Institution if he’s going to save the  
Imagination Box from corruption of the worst possible kind. 
 
UK publication: 5th April 2016 

 
Rights sold in GERMANY: Loewe; TURKEY: Pegasus 
 
 

For translation rights enquiries please contact Lizzie Bishop lizzieb@faber.co.uk 
 
Visit the author’s website at www.martynford.com   
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John Connolly  

SAMUEL JOHNSON TRILOGY 
 

SOLD IN 16 LANGUAGES WORLDWIDE 
FILM RIGHTS OPTIONED BY STORYTELLER DEVELOPMENT INC 

 
‘CONNOLLY’S GRACEFUL PROSE, LACED WITH ACERBICALLY WITTY FOOTNOTES, IS A 
JOY TO READ’                           Publishers Weekly  
 
‘BRILLIANTLY FUNNY AND TOUCHING, WITH ENOUGH ACTION TO KEEP ADVENTURE 
FANS ON THE EDGE OF THEIR CHAIRS. TOP-NOTCH WRITING WITH CUTTING WIT’  
                                                                       Kirkus                                       
 
 

THE GATES 
Young Samuel Johnson and his daschund Boswell are showing initiative by trick-or-treating a full three days before 
Hallowe’en when they come to witness strange goings-on at 666 Crowley Avenue. The Abernathys don’t mean any 
harm by their flirtation with Satanism. But it happens to coincide with a malfunction in the Large Hadron Collider that 
creates a gap in the universe. A gap in which there is a pair of enormous gates. The gates to Hell.  
Rights sold in 17 countries. 
 

HELL’S BELLS / THE INFERNALS 
Samuel Johnson, and his dachshund Boswell, have sent the demons back to Hell. But the diabolical Mrs Abernathy 
is not one to take defeat lying down. And when she re-opens the portal and sucks Samuel and Boswell into the  
underworld, can they defeat the forces of Evil? 
Rights sold in 11 countries. 
 

THE CREEPS 
Samuel Johnson is not in a happy place. And the town in which he lives appears to be cursed. But there is some 
good news on the horizon. Or is there? A trap has been set and the Earth is doomed and it falls to Samuel, and 
faithful Boswell, as the last hopes for humanity.  
Rights sold in 6 countries.  
 
Visit the author’s website at www.johnconnollybooks.com 
 
 
WORLD: Darley Anderson Children’s Book Agency (Darley Anderson)    ROMANIAN: Pandora 
UK & COMMONWEALTH: Hodder & Stoughton (Swati Gamble)          FILM & TV: Storyteller Development Inc 
NORTH AMERICAN: Simon & Schuster / Atria (Emily Bestler) 
FARSI: Houpaa Books 
INDONESIAN: Gramedia  
ITALIAN: Rizzoli   
PORTUGUESE (BRAZIL): Bertrand Editora  
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